
Censys Search and 
Data Solutions Overview
Data products to gain visibility and elevate your security team.

Censys curates the industry’s leading Internet infrastructure data. Censys Data combines detailed 
information on all IPv4 hosts, as well as digital certificates, in order to provide the most complete 
and accurate picture of the Internet. Depending on your team’s needs, you can access or ingest 
this data via our web interface, high-speed lookup API, or through raw data downloads to process 
on your own infrastructure.

Key Use Cases
Enhanced Threat Intelligence:

OSINT for Red and Blue Teams:

Vulnerability Research:

Improve your threat intelligence operations, enabling better and more accurate pivots off of 
known IoCs and learning when infrastructure was weaponized by the adversary through the 
historical data lookup.

Conduct reconnaissance in a red teaming exercises or leverage Censys Data as a blue teamer to 
find hosts running services exposed to the Internet, even services running on non-standard ports.

Identify specific software vulnerabilities on assets connected to the Internet like SolarWinds or 
Microsoft Exchange, providing a global perspective of potential impact.

Censys Data consists of two global Internet datasets: 

Censys Internet Datasets

IPv4 Hosts and Services Digital Services

• Continuous scanning of IPv4 hosts on over 
3,500 ports.

• Scanning from multiple perspectives for 99% 
visibility of the Internet.

• Detailed and up-to-date information about 
Internet services running across all hosts.

• Censys maintains the largest X.509 certificate 
repository in the world containing 9.5 billion 
certificates.

• Certificates originate from both Certificate 
Transparency Logs and from TLS handshakes of 
IPv4 hosts.

• Complete and parsed certificate details with 
browser trust status



Community Pro Pro Plus Enterprise
Free and recommended 

for testing different  
use cases

Ideal for small threat
intelligence or incident

response teams

Ideal for scaling threat
intelligence or incident

response teams

Ideal for larger scale
threat intelligence or

cyber operations

The Differentiator Why it Matters?

Structured data and advanced search

Structured data with detailed information that is indexed and 
searchable about each protocol and certificates associated 
with hosts makes the data easy to use and ingest in whatever 
workflows already exist within your organization, whether 
leveraging the UI or API. 

More Internet hosts and services

Automatic protocol detection, where Censys identifies services 
independently of ports, means your team will have visibility into 
services running on non-standard ports. 

Multi-perspective scanning

By scanning from five Tier-1 Internet Service Providers from 
separate locations around the globe, with Censys data you 
have visibility of 99% of active IPv4 hosts on the Internet. 

Detailed historical host data

Leverage host historical information during threat
intelligence investigations and piece together infrastructure 
weaponized by the adversary over time. All users have access 
to historical data via UI and API, with significantly more detailed 
information than our competitors. 

Fast lookup API

Utilize Censys data programmatically via the Censys API, 
providing detailed information about current or historical assets 
with even faster response times.

Censys Data Products come in a variety of packages, ensuring the highest fidelity data adaptable 
for whatever workflows you’ve already established, or as you grow your team. All users can access 
and ingest Censys data via the web UI, API, or through integrations. For Enterprise customers, we 
also have data snapshots and BigQuery setups available.

Solutions

The Censys Difference

For security pros who protect the organization, Censys is the best at finding exposures attackers will exploit. 
Our industry-leading Internet scanning platform and >9.1B certificate database (the world’s largest) enable 
us to provide 63% more service coverage than our nearest competitors. Founded by the creators of ZMap, at 
Censys we’ve made it our mission to make the Internet a more secure place for everyone.
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